Attosecond-Scale Streaking Methods for Strong-Field Ionization by Tailored Fields
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Streaking with a weak probe field is applied to ionization in a two-dimensional strong field tailored to mimic linear polarization, but without disturbance by recollision or intracycle interference. This facilitates the observation of electron-momentum-resolved times of ionization with few-attosecond precision, as demonstrated by simulations for a model helium atom. Aligning the probe field along the ionizing field provides meaningful ionization times in agreement with the attoclock concept that ionization at maximum field corresponds to the peak of the momentum distribution, which is shifted due to the Coulomb force on the outgoing electron. In contrast, this attoclock shift is invisible in orthogonal streaking. Even without a probe field, streaking happens naturally along the laser propagation direction due to the laser magnetic field. As with an orthogonal probe field, the attoclock shift is not accessible by the magnetic-field scheme. For a polar molecule, the attoclock shift depends on orientation, but this does not imply an orientation dependence in ionization time.
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Measuring the time of ionization in weak- and strong-field ionization of atoms and molecules is an important aspect of light-matter interaction [1–3]. Apart from fundamental interest in the question of whether ionization maximizes at the peak of an applied strong field, there are wide-ranging practical implications because cornerstones of strong-field physics, such as high-harmonic generation (HHG) and high-energy above-threshold ionization, are inaccessible, as they are hidden under the dominating Coulomb-focused electrons launched after the field maximum, and in HHG, they do not contribute to the signal at all. Recently, we have proposed an alternative wave form as an ionizing field for studies of strong-field dynamics: A bicircular \(\omega – 2\omega\) field composed of two counterrotating components [27–30] can be tailored such that it approximates linear polarization three times per optical cycle of the fundamental component, while providing a time-to-momentum mapping similar to the attoclock [31]. Although ionization takes place as in a linearly polarized field, difficulties such as Coulomb focusing, intracycle interference, or rescattering [6,32–35] are avoided.

In this Letter, we combine the bicircular field with streaking, resulting in a method for ionization-time retrieval with few-attosecond precision, leading to several important findings. It gives us access to the region of peak field strength and the branch of trajectories originating during the ascending field, which could not be resolved in previous two-color schemes. In particular, we can compare the attoclock shift of the PMD with the momentum, at which time zero is found according to the streaking scheme, allowing us to connect two previously distinct notions of ionization time. We find that the PTC scheme yields results in excellent agreement with the attoclock shift, both for atoms and molecules, while the OTC scheme does not reveal the attoclock shift. We trace this discrepancy back to qualitatively different physical mechanisms: The OTC
scheme exploits the displacement of momentum-space structures by the streaking field, while in the PTC scheme the probe field modifies the ionization rate responsible for a given momentum. For molecules, our study sheds light on the question of whether the ionization time in a molecule depends on the electron emission direction—a question that was previously studied only for single-photon ionization [36–40], despite molecular attoclock setups already being considered [41–43]. Finally, motivated by a recent experiment [44], we attempt to exploit the dynamics beyond the electric-dipole approximation for attosecond time retrieval by considering the Lorentz force on the outgoing electron as a streaking force. This approach faces similar issues as the OTC scheme.

We solve the two-dimensional time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) using the split-operator method [45] with time step 0.006 a.u. on a Cartesian grid with 2048 points per dimension and box size 400 × 400 a.u. The potential $V(r) = -1/\sqrt{r^2 + \alpha}$ with $\alpha \approx 0.0684$ a.u. reproduces the ionization potential $I_p = 0.904$ a.u. of helium (atomic units are used unless stated otherwise). The PMD is obtained by projecting outgoing wave packets onto Volkov states using an absorber covering a distance of 50 a.u. from the boundary [46]. The vector potential [31]

$$\mathbf{A}(t) = -\frac{2}{\sqrt{5}} \frac{E_0}{\omega} \left( \begin{array}{c} \cos(\omega t) \\ \sin(\omega t) \end{array} \right) + \frac{1}{4} \left( \begin{array}{c} -\cos(2\omega t) \\ \sin(2\omega t) \end{array} \right)$$

(1)

describes a counterrotating bicircular field $\mathbf{E}(t) = -\dot{\mathbf{A}}(t)$. With field-strength ratio 2:1 of the fundamental to second harmonic, the field resembles a linearly polarized field near its peaks with field strength $E_{\text{peak}} = 3E_0/\sqrt{5}$ and effective frequency $\omega_{\text{eff}} = \sqrt{2}\omega$. Near $t = 0$ we can write

$$\mathbf{A}_{\text{eff}}(t) = A_x(0) \mathbf{e}_x - E_{\text{peak}}/\omega_{\text{eff}} \sin(\omega_{\text{eff}}t) \mathbf{e}_y$$

$$\mathbf{E}_{\text{eff}}(t) = E_{\text{peak}} \cos(\omega_{\text{eff}}t) \mathbf{e}_y,$$

(2)

with $\mathbf{E}(t) = \mathbf{E}_{\text{eff}}(t) + \mathcal{O}(t^3)$. We choose $\omega_{\text{eff}} = 0.05695$ a.u. corresponding to 800 nm, so the actual wavelength of the fundamental field is 1131 nm. In addition to the bicircular field, we apply a weak linearly polarized streaking field via

$$\Delta \mathbf{A}(t, \phi) = -eE_{\text{peak}}/(2\omega_{\text{eff}}) \sin(2\omega_{\text{eff}}t + \phi) \mathbf{e}_y,$$

(3)

with relative phase $\phi$, effective frequency $2\omega_{\text{eff}}$, and relative field strength $e = 0.02$. Its polarization axis is $\mathbf{e}_x$ for orthogonal streaking or $\mathbf{e}_y$ for the parallel scheme. For the numerical calculations, the vector potentials (1) and (3) are multiplied with an envelope $\cos(\alpha t/6)^4$ (three-cycle pulse).

The momentum distribution at $E_0 = 0.1$ a.u. without streaking field is shown in Fig. 1(a). It exhibits a main maximum corresponding to the region of almost linear polarization around the peak of the pulse at $t = 0$. The maximum shows an attoclock shift in the positive $p_x$ direction, see the projection in Fig. 1(b), which was investigated in [31].

The effect of the streaking field (3) on the momentum distribution can be understood within strong-field approximation (SFA). We wish to relate the optimal phase $\phi$ maximizing the signal at a given $p_x$ to the ionization time. Motivated by the approximate vector potential (2), we write an action $S_0$ from which the signal on the line $p_x = -A_y(0)$ can be calculated, $S_0(t_x, p_y) = -I_p t_x + \frac{1}{2} \int_0^{t_x} dt'[p_y + A_y^{\text{eff}}(t')]^2$.

Here, $t_x$ is the stationary point $\partial S_0/\partial t_x = 0$, and $T$ is a time after the end of the pulse. The streaking vector potential (3) introduces a perturbation to the action. Since $\Delta A_x$ and $\Delta A_y$ are small, we neglect their contribution to the saddle-point time $t_x$ and write $S = S_0 + \Delta S_{\perp}$ with $\Delta S_{\perp} = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^{t_x} dt' \Delta A_x(t_x, \phi) \Delta A_y(t_x, \phi)$ for orthogonal streaking and $\Delta S_I = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^{t_x} dt' [p_y + A_y^{\text{eff}}(t)] \Delta A_y(t_x, \phi)$ for the parallel scheme. For a given real part $t_r = \Re t_x$, a maximum of the signal as a function of $\phi$ is obtained when $\phi = 0$. For orthogonal streaking, inserting the expressions (2) for $A_y^{\text{eff}}$ and (3) for $\Delta A_y$ leads to

$$\sin(2\omega_{\text{eff}}t_r + \phi) = 0 \Rightarrow t_r = \frac{\phi}{2\omega_{\text{eff}}}. \quad (4)$$

This gives a direct relation between the observed relative phase $\phi$ and the time $t_r$, which we consider the physical ionization time. For the parallel scheme we find the condition $2 \cos(\omega_{\text{eff}}t_r) \sin(2\omega_{\text{eff}}t_r + \phi) = \cos(2\omega_{\text{eff}}t_r + \phi)x \sin(\omega_{\text{eff}}t_r)$. This is satisfied by [47]

![FIG. 1. (a) Momentum distribution for field strength $E_0 = 0.1$ a.u. (intensity $7 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm²). (Red dashed line) Negative vector potential. (Inset) Electric field. The red dot indicates $t = 0$. (b) Projection of the main branch of the PMD onto the $p_z$ axis. (c) $p_z$-dependent nondipole shift $\langle p_z \rangle = \langle p_z \rangle - p_z^2/(2\epsilon)$ on a line through the maximum of the 3D PMD (black dashed line) in comparison with the simple estimate (7) at $v_0 = 0$ (gray solid line). The value subtracted in the definition of $\langle p_z \rangle$ accounts for the displacement of the momentum distribution in the $p_z$ direction, which causes an additional nondipole shift compared to linear polarization.](https://example.com/figure1.png)
where we will neglect the small higher-order terms. The potentially surprising factor of $4/3$ is also obtained in a classical Coulomb-free model as a secondary effect of the streaking field when assuming that the signal at a given $p_x$ goes through a maximum as a function of $\hat{\phi}$ when the total field at the time of ionization is maximized. Here, the probe field perturbs not only the field strength, but also the time-to-momentum mapping.

In practice, we do not use the straight line $p_x = -A_x(0)$ in the OTC scheme. Instead, we start from the unperturbed momentum distribution [$e = 0$, Fig. 1(a)] and obtain a reference line by finding the maximum for every $p_x$. The streaking field changes the $p_x$ position of the maximum. From the TDSE, we find for every $p_x$ the optimal phase $\hat{\phi}$ for which the maximum crosses the reference. For the PTC scheme, we project the main branch of the PMD onto the $p_x$ axis, as in Fig. 1(b), and we observe for every $p_x$ the yield as a function of $\hat{\phi}$. The two schemes are illustrated in Fig. 2.

Our results are shown in Fig. 3, providing directly the ionization time for every momentum $p_y$. Negative times correspond to the rising slope of the ionizing field, which was inaccessible in previously implemented two-color schemes. In orthogonal streaking, the retrieved ionization time [Fig. 3(a), black solid line] agrees perfectly with the SFA saddle-point time, although the PMD (Fig. 1) shows a substantial attoclock shift of about $\Delta p_x = 0.245$ a.u. The parallel scheme, in contrast, does reflect the attoclock shift [see the black line indicating maximal signal in Fig. 3(b)]. The shift is smaller for earlier ionization times, which is plausible because the Coulomb effect on the outgoing electron is less significant when the peak of the pulse is yet to come. At $\hat{\phi} = 0$, we find $\Delta p_y = 0.255$ a.u. Orthogonal streaking gives only $\Delta p_y = 0.015$ a.u.

Figure 4(a) shows the intensity dependence of the momenta with $\hat{\phi} = 0$ (interpreted as time zero), in comparison with the attoclock shift obtained from the location of the PMD peak. It confirms the very good agreement between parallel streaking and the attoclock shift. At high intensities, both observables begin to reflect the depletion of the bound state and the agreement slightly diminishes. Orthogonal streaking, on the other hand, always gives values near zero. These results lead to our main conclusion that the PTC scheme is consistent with the attoclock concept that time zero corresponds to the maximum of the PMD, while this is not true for the OTC scheme.

To explain this behavior, we first note that the PMD peak is located on the curve $-A$ with amazing accuracy, despite Coulomb forces and depletion (see Fig. 1). Apparently, these effects cause momentum shifts pointing along the curve $-A$, not away from it. This is intuitive, as we ionize at times when the field is approximately linearly polarized so that its direction remains constant while the electron moves out; in such a symmetric situation, any momentum shift due to Coulomb forces or depletion must point along the symmetry axis given by $E = -A$, i.e., along the curve $-A$. (In addition, shifts due to nonadiabatic initial velocities are negligible near the peak, because both ionizing and probe fields vary slowly as they are close to their local maxima). Because of this, at $p_y = 0$ the OTC scheme boils down to finding the optimal phase such that the probe field leaves the vector potential unchanged. This requires $\hat{\phi} = 0$, implying via Eq. (4) that $t_r = 0$ is assigned to $p_x = 0$. In an alternative view, the OTC scheme is not able to measure the true ionization time because the Coulomb interaction is neglected in the derivation of the phase-to-time mapping, which depends on the propagation step. In retrospect, this may explain why in [21] the ionization times retrieved from

![FIG. 2. Probing schemes (schematically, $\phi \approx -1.0$). (a) OTC. Probe field along $x$ displaces the negative vector potential (blue curve) and thus the PMD relative to the unstreaked reference (red curve). (b) PTC. Probe field along $y$ modulates the total field strength (black dashed curve) and thus the ionization rate. In the relevant branch of the PMD, the modulation (Michelson contrast) is 18\%, while in the orthogonal case it is negligible.](image)

![FIG. 3. (a) Orthogonal streaking. The color indicates the distance between the $p_x$ position of the PMD maximum and the reference position, normalized for every $p_x$ individually to maximum absolute value 1. The black solid line gives the relative phase where the maximum crosses the reference. Relative phase is converted to time via Eq. (4). (b) Parallel streaking. The color indicates the observed signal, integrated along $p_x$ and normalized separately for each $p_y$ to vary between zero and one. The black line gives the relative phase where the signal is maximized. Relative phase is converted to time via Eq. (5). In both panels, the real part of the SFA saddle-point time is shown as red solid line. The ionization time from the classical Coulomb-free model $[p = -A(t)]$ is shown as orange dashed line.](image)
For both OTC and PTC schemes, the same conclusions are obtained when a $2\omega$ or $3\omega$ streaking field is used instead of $2\omega$ eff. Thus, in the range of frequencies considered, non-adiabatic effects in the probe field are irrelevant.

We can use the bicyclic field to probe orientation-dependent properties of molecules. We consider an asymmetric potential

$$V(r) = \frac{-1}{\sqrt{(r-r_1)^2 + 1/2}} \frac{-(1 + e^{-\beta(r-r_2)^2})}{\sqrt{(r-r_2)^2 + 1/2}},$$

with $\beta = 1.063$ a.u. chosen to reproduce the ionization potential of HeH$^+$ (1.66 a.u.) at its equilibrium distance $|r_1 - r_2| = 1.4$ a.u. [51]. We interpret $r_1$ as the location of the proton. We solve the 2D TDSE for the molecule oriented along or against the $y$ axis at $E_0 = 0.18$ a.u. and various wavelengths. We find that the attoclock shift depends on the orientation [see Fig. 4(b)]. The PTC scan shows good agreement between the attoclock shift and the momenta of time zero for both orientations, suggesting that the orientation dependence of the attoclock shift does not correspond to a real delay in ionization time. For the ionization-time difference between the two orientations, we find numbers below 1.5 as. Indeed, the shift can be understood in an adiabatic model without such a delay. By solving the Schrödinger equation for the molecule in the static external field $E$, we find $I_p(E) = 1.657 + 0.403 E + 0.633 E^2$. This change in $I_p$ leads to an orientation-dependent change of the tunnel-exit position obtained from 2D parabolic coordinates [9,17]. We solve Newton’s equation of motion in a static field with $V(r) = -2/r$, starting from the tunnel exit with zero velocity. Then we evaluate $\Delta p = p(t) - p_0(t)$ for large $t$, where $p(t)$ is the time-dependent momentum and $p_0(t)$ is the momentum assuming $V = 0$. The result [orange curves in Fig. 4(b)] shows good agreement for long wavelengths.

A transverse force on outgoing electrons is realized not only with a streaking field; such a force is inherently present because of the magnetic component of the laser pulse [52–54]. It causes a momentum transfer in the light-propagation direction that varies on a subcycle timescale [44]. The point of minimal momentum transfer defines a reference that one might be tempted to identify as the time of peak field. We solve the 3D TDSE including nondipole effects to first order in $1/c$ [54,55], using an effective potential [56] for helium converted into a pseudopotential for the $1s$ state at cutoff radius $r_{c1} = 1.5$ a.u. [57]. The $p_z$-dependent nondipole shift $\langle p_z \rangle$ is shown in Fig. 1(c). Assuming Coulomb-free classical motion starting with velocity $v_0$ after tunnel ionization, this shift can be modeled as

$$\langle p_z \rangle \approx \frac{2I_p + v_0^2}{6c} + \frac{p_z^2}{2c} - \frac{v_0^2}{2c}.$$
The first term arises from the magnetic field during tunneling [58,59]. The last two terms correspond to the energy gained after tunneling, divided by \( c \). We find almost perfect agreement with the TDSE. In particular, the point of minimal nondipole shift corresponds to \( p_x \approx 0 \) rather than the PMD maximum. A similar discrepancy was observed experimentally in elliptical polarization [44]. Since the nondipole shift is acquired during the entire pulse but the attoclock shift \( \Delta p_y \) is acquired during a short time after tunneling, we can view the Coulomb influence as an initial velocity offset \( v_0 = \Delta p_y e_c \) in the last term of Eq. (7). This affects the magnitude of the nondipole shift, but not the momentum at which the minimal shift occurs. Finite-time corrections to this short-kick picture are only weakly dependent on the PMD maximum. A similar discrepancy was observed [45].

The quantum mechanical angular momentum of the photon can be understood as if the outgoing electron did not feel the Coulomb force. The tunneling time problem, \( \tau \), can be resolved using a classical backpropagation of the ionized electron wave packet [46].

We find almost orientation-independent ionization times. Streaking outgoing electrons orthogonal to the ionizing field, either by an external field or by the magnetic component of the ionizing field, measures ionization time as if the outgoing electron did not feel the Coulomb force. The parallel approach is free of these complications and we expect it is transferable to electron emission from other systems of scientific interest such as nanotips [60,61] and liquids [62].
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For the short pulse used here, from the classical argument we find an additional factor of 27/26. Experimental implementation with \(2\omega_{\text{eff}} \approx 2.83\omega\) is challenging. Alternatively, using a 2o or 3o streaking field, the conversion \(5\) can be used when replacing \(2\omega_{\text{eff}} \rightarrow 2\omega\) and \(4/3 \rightarrow 2\) or \(2\omega_{\text{eff}} \rightarrow 3\omega\) and \(4/3 \rightarrow 9/7\).


